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CLOSUBE DUBATTON AND ASPIRATTON FOR SWEDISH STOPS

Anders Löfqvist

This report deals wlth cfosure duratj-on, voicing and aspiration and

their interrelations in the production of swedj-sh stop consonants ín

various positions and under different stress conditions. The first two

parts present data on cl-osure duration and aspiration, respectively'

These findings are then used for the deveJ-opment of a working modef for

the control of aspiration in swedish. rn the third part this model- is

tested empirically and further revised on the basis of the experimental

findings.

f. Closure duration

The complex differentiating vciced and unvoiced sound segments comprises

the fol-Lowing features accordlng to Stis and Col¡ert I lSCe): acousticaf

duration of the consonant, acoustical- duration of the vowe.L, duration

and spectral extensiveness of the voweÌ formant transitionsr presence

or absence of vocal vibrations during the consonant, acousticaf duration

of the noise burst of plosives and friction noise of fricatives, sound

pressure of the adjoining vowels, peak value of the fundamentaf fr*

quency of the surrounding vowel-s and the contour of the fundamental

frequency during the following vowel.

One thing that Sfis and Cohen did not take to be different for

voiced and unvoiced sounds was the duration of the oral constriction,

a view that was later changed in Sl-is (fSZO). Other studies of this

particufar parameter for plosives do not show a complete agreement in

that some state that no difference is found whereas others maintain

that it only occurs in some positions and not in others; if a differ*

ence is reported to exist it j-s usual-fy the voiced stops that have the

shorter duration of the oraf closure. Some of these varying opj-nions

may be due to differences between the languages uhder investigation as

well as to variations in the importance of closure duration for the

distinction between voiced and unvoiced stops in different positions

within a fangLrage. It would thus seem to be of some interest to deter*

mine its role'in the system of phonotogical distinctions in a language

and how it is related to other phenomena, specifieally voicing and the
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presence or absence of aspiration after the stop release

Procedure

Measurements of the duration of the articulatory cl-osure for the stops
under investigation were made from registrations of supraglottal air
pressure and acoustic records. The signals were recorded on a Míngo-
graph at a paper speed of 100 mm/sec and measured by hand; a detail_ed
description of the instrumentation is gJ.ven in Löfqvist (rclA).

The determination of closure duration from records of oral- air
pressure presents some problems, however, since it is not possì-ble to
te1l exactly when complete closure is attained. presumably, orá1 pressure
begins to rise before complete cfosure has occurred due to the increas-
ing resistance to the aj.r flow at the place of articul_ation as the
articulators are narrowed towards each other; furthermore, for voic+
less stoþs the glottis often begins to open before the oral cl-osure
and the increased rate of air fl-ow through the glottis woul_d cause an

increase in supraglottal air pressure.

In spite of these caveats it was sti11 fel-t that the moment of oral-
closure could be established with some accuracy. The values for closure
duration presented by Lubker and Parris (rciO)r'who used both a fabiaf
pressure transducer and the oral air pressure trace for their measur+
ments, do not differ too much with respect to which method .was used.

Furthermore, Shipp (1973) reports that the ri-se j-n oral pressure at
the implosion for stops corresponds within plus or minus 4 milliseconds
to the moment of articulatory closure as determined from simultaneous
high speed motion picture films.

Thus,'the following convention was adopted for the measurements:

the point at which oral pressure began to rise was taken as the ir¡
stant of artj-culatory closure.

For the identification of the rel-ease of the oral- closure the
microphone signal was used. One might suppose that the same point
could be i-dentified by the drop in oral pressure associated with the
release but this is not necessarily so. Due to aerodynamic factors
the drop ín oral- pressure would seem to occur sJ-ightly after the
releaser.especially for voiceless aspirated stops and Shipp (19?3)

reports a time difference of ca 15 miffiseconds between the two events

for this very stop category. Another factor which could passibfy play



a role in the present investigation was the position of the tube which

sensed oráf pressure; it was positioned in the pharynx with the plane

of its opening perpendicular to the air fl-ow. With this placement the

air flow could impinge on the tube and cause too high pressure readings,

cf. Hardy (fSOSJ. Si-nce the highest rate of air flow for stop consonants

occurs immediately after the release one could assume that pressure

would stay at a too high leveJ- at thj-s pcint. According to this tíne

of reasoning one woufd expect that a comparison between measurements

of oraf closure for stops based on oral pressure afone and those based

on both pressure and speech signal woufd show the former to give longer

vafues than the latter, which is indeed the case, Löfqvist (lS::). ft

shoûfd be added that the position of the microphone was ca 1O cm from

the speakerrs mouth ensuring that the release burst would be picked

up without any significìent delay.

Material and subjects

The speech material consisted of nonsense words constructed to contaj-n

different stops under different stress conditions and in various posi-

tj_ons; they also conformed to common swedish stress patterns. The fo1-

lowing words were used:

1. tC4:C - where C,, = C, = /P, t, k, b, d, g/;

2. CarC¿: - with the same consonants as above and stress on

the last sYlJ-abi-e;

3. tCô:Can - with consonants as before and stress on the first

sy11able; the word.carried tonal accent 'l;

4. tCà:Gtn. - as above but the word had tonal accent 2;

5. r0áC:an - as above wíth tonal accent 'l but with short

stressed vowel fofl-owed by J-ong consonant;

6. tCàC:An - as above but with tonal- accent 2.

The words were placed in the carrier phrase "Ja sa " ' igen" (I

said .. . again) except for those of type 1 which were produced in the

frame "Ja sõt ...rr and thus occurred in utterance fi-na1 position'

The same vowels were chosen to minimize coarticulatory effects and

the use of a carrier phrase seemed advisable to keep tempo and level

as equal as possible although no specific measures were taken to

strictly control these factors for the individual speakers'
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Table I

Table II

Sound

p

143

25.4

32.2

t

31.9

127

37.1

105

aat

134

37.6

111

15.6

107

14,3

123

1?,2

11?

188

23.9

1UO

lo. I

s

122

21,?

216

44,4

123

2?,4

Closure duration in msec for different stops in # tCV:

position, n = 144.

k b d

x

23.4

Means and standard deviations of closure duration for
voiced and unvoiced stops in diffei^ent positions, n =
144 except for $ tCV: where n = 432.

Position {'cv: #cv V.CV: r\?:CV rV:CV vzc#

X 138 171

22,6

91

13.3

X

ptk

bds
121

21.2
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The voiced stops were generalÌy produced wlth vibrations of the vocal

folds. In some cases a break in the voicing occurred and then mostly to-

wards the end of the cl-osure period. Thus the terms "voiced" and "voice-

l-ess'r in the foll0wing refer to two sets of sounds differentiated inter

al-ia by thei-r respective modes of glottal activity.
A]1 words were produced in random fashion twelve times by four natlve

swedish speakers with varying degrees of phonetic training. The speakers

were :

a male speaker of Southern Swedi-sh;

a mafe speaker of Southwestern Swedish;

a male speaker of [iouthern Swedish;

a female speaker fl'om the isl-and of Gotfand on the Swedish east

coast.

Speaker 4 did not read the words of types 5 and 6

Resufts

In one sense al-] the stops in the study, except those in final posi-

tion, occurred medially since a carrier phrase was used; the terms

"initial-" and "medial-" therefore in the foJ-10wing refer to positi-ons

within the testword.

Although the absol-ute values for closure duratl-on did show some

intersubjectVariabilitytherefativedurationsforvariouspositions
did not, with a few exceptions; thus, the pooled data for a1f subiects

wilf be discussed and the individuaf dj-fferences commented upon ín the

appropriate places.

Table I presents cfosure duration for stops wj-th different places of

articufation ín # rCVt position. The effect of place of articulation is

rather small and the range of variation is ca 1O msec for the voicefess

set and ca 5 msec for the voiced set. One tendency that can be observed

is that labi_afs have longer closure duration than dentals and velars;

the order between the latter two is not clear. The difference within

the unvoiced set is, however, not statistically significant, F = 1'01,

P)5, whereas the difference in the voiced set is, F= 8'34t P<O'OS'

Tt shoufd also be noted that there are fairly large interindividual

differencesinthisspecificcaseandthusagreatdealofcautionis
warrantedintheinterpretationoftherelationbetweenplaceofarti-
cufation and efosure duration.
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Since the inffuence of the place of artículation seems to be negl1-
gible we shall in the foflowing only discuss the two sets, voiced and

unvoiced. The refevant materiaf is summarized in Table II. Before we

discuss ít we shoul-d note that the column headed fi'EV: contains measur*
ments of stops in initial stressed position in words of type 1, 3 and 4.

Since the number of syllables differs in type 1 compared with types 3 and

4 we woul-d expect the wel-f-known shortening of segment duration in words

with j-ncreasing number of segments. This is the case in the present ma-

terial but the variation is only ca 10 msec, the shorter duration to be

found in words of type 1; besides, the tonaf accent of the word had no

discernibl-e influence on closure duratj-on in the initial stop..
Let us first consíder the voicel-ess stops. They have by far the

longest closure in final position which in this case is equal to
utterance finaJ- position. ln decreasing order we then find mediaf ur¡-

stressed position, where we afso can see the influence of the tonal
accent on segment duration: the closure is longer if the word has tonaf

accent 2 than if it has tonaf accent 1. Here speaker 4 is an exception

in that cfosure duration in her case is the same in this position ir*
respective of the tonal accent.

Of the remaining positions initiaf stressed stops have longer cl-osure

than their unstressed counterparts and in medial stressed position we

fÍnd the shortest closure durátion.

If we compare stressed versus unstressed positions we see that the

stressed one shows longer cfosure than the unstressed one initially;
medially the situati-on is the reverse as here the unstressed stops have

much longer duration than their stressdd counterparts.

We shall next turn to the voiced stops, Their cfosure durations seem

to fall into three categories as far as stress and position are corF

cerned. The longest closure is found in finaf and initial- stressed

positions. Next come initial unstressed and medial stressed positions.

In mediaf unstressed position the voiced stops present the shortest

closure duration and tonal accent 2 has a lengthening influence; again,

speaker 4 does not show any variations due to tonaf accent.

tomparing stressed versus unstressed positions wenote that the

stressed voiced stops have longer cfosure duration than the unstressed

ones both initially and medially.

Generally volcel-ess stops have longer cl-osure duration than their
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Vaicedcognates.Thisisthecaseforallspeakersandpositj-onswíth
only one single exception. The difference between the two sets is

'statistically highly significant - P<u.0001, twætailed test - in all

posÍtions except medÍal stressed position where it is not significant'

IÅ absolutè values the difference between the two sets is greatest

finally and medially in unstressed position where it is 8È9O msec.

Initially it is ca 20 msec and medì-ally in stressed position it is Ír¡

significant.
Looking at closure duration for stops in bisyllabic words with stress

on the first sy11able we see that the initial and mediaL stops behave

differentlydependingonwhethertheyarevoi-cedorunvoiced.Voiceless
stops have lohger closure medially than initially but the voiced ones

show.the inverse páttern, i.e. longer initially than medially'

Another phenomenon that is apparent in Table II ís that the closure

durationb associated with different'stress conditions do not span the

samerangeofvaluesfortheVoicedandvoicelesssets.Themeanvalues
of closure duration for voj-celess stops range from 111 to 216 msec and

the same values for the voiced set go from 91 to 123 msec. Thusr the

voiced ones do not differ as much as the voiceless stops in closure

duration as a funotion of stress and position'

Table ïIf Closure duration for long stops in medial unstressed posi-

tion, n = 36.

Position !VC:V !VC:V

Sound

203 215

35.7 34.9

X

s

i
s

ptk

bds
139

18.3

149
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Table TII presents the values of closure duration fcr long stops.

The same tendencies can be noted as before, viz. closure is longer in
words with tonal accent 2 and the voicefess set has longer cÌosure;
the difference between the two sets is statisticafly highty signifi-
cant.

A comparison of cfosure duration for long and short stops in the

same posi-tion reveals that the difference tend to be greater in words

with tonal accent 1 and that it afso is larger lor the voiced than

for thc unvoiced plosives.

Discussion

fn her chapter on the intrinsic duration of consonants Lehiste writes:

"Most investlgators agree that fabials are longer than afveolars and

velars, other factors being kept constant", (Lehiste, 1g?D, p. 2?).
This statement is at least superficially substantiated in the present

material although the difference is statistically significant only for
the voiced stops and in this case 1t seems to be the dental- place of
articulation that has a very short duration of the oral closure compared

to the fabials and velars. In víew of the interindividuaf differences
it seems hard to draw any val-id conclusions for the rel-ative duration
of stop consonants produced with different articufators. The smaff

variations that can be found probably play no role in normal produc-

tion and perception of speech. Considerations of the mobj-lity of a

particular articulator might be invoked but the various constraints
on the movements of different articulators are not sufficiently known

at present.

Another thing to be noted is that there might weÌf be coarticufatory
effects such that these differences may show up more clearly Íf more

vocalic contexts had been used, cf. Fischer*Jfrgensen (1964J, Kim and

MacNeil-age (rclZ) anA the discussion below of the inffuence of differ-
ent vowel- contexts on aspiration for different stops.

ff we look at the duration of voiced and unvoiced stops we see that
the voiceless set has longer clcsure duration than the voiced set.

This is in accordance with another study of the same parameter for
Swedish stops by Karlsson and Nord (tSZoJ. They also found that the

difference was greatest in medial position after a stressed vowel, which

agrees with our findings, if we dísregard final position which they did
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not include. The lengthening that occurs in medial unstressed position
is not a particular fleature of the grave tonaÌ accent since j-t also
takes place in words with tonal accent 1, At the same time tonal- accent

2 obviously contributes an extra lengtheníng of the medial- consonant

which was also found by Elert ItSeAJ wfo studied speakers from Stock-
hofm. The only case rryhere this extra lengthening does not take place

is for the speaker from GotÌand and this mlght be a particular feature
of that diafect.

lhe relations between J-ong and short stops presented here are in good

agreement with those given by Elert (1964).

The same difference between voiced and unvoiced stops was al-so found

for Dutch by Slis (tSTl), Lrut only for embedded stops where it was of
the order of 1t24 msec. He also found that the length of the preceding

vowel influenced the duratlon of /p/ so.that it was longer after short

than after long vowels; the lengthening of voj-celess stops after
stressecl vowel-s that has heen notecl for Swerlish dicl nnt take ¡1-ace

in Dutch.

For French stops the same rel-ations have been reported, e.g. Thorsen

(tsoeJ, Fischer*Jfrgensen (1972J. Thorsen found, furthermore, that the

difference between the two sets of stops was greatest in final- position

which, j-ncidentally, coincides with the results .for Swedi-sh reported

here.

Bothoref-Witz and Pétursson (tsZZ) and Goudaillier (t]l+) present

the same trends for German. Again the difference seems to be stabfe

across positions in absol-ute values.

For American English no difference was found between the two slop

categories by Kent and l\/o11 (tsesJ. The data given by Lubker and Parris
(lsZO) go i-n the same direction in that they do not reveal- any consist-
ent trends.

About the same conclusj-ons can be drawn from the results presented

by Lisker (rcA1, rceS). He says that the dj-fference in closure dura-

tion is neglì-gible except in medial poststress position. fn this case

the difference seems to be due to the fact that the voiced stops are

shorter after a stressed vowel than before it whereas the unvoiced

plosives remain the same.

Obviously differences j-n experimental design and methods of measure

ment can account for some of the variabllity in the data from various
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investigations but language specific variations seem to occur, in the
case of swedi-sh especially the lengthening of voicel-ess stops after
stressed vowel-s.

stress is usual-ly consi-dered to lengthen segments and this is what
we have found except for the unvoiced stops in mediaf position. our
material- did not incfude stops medially between unstressed vowefs but
according to Karfsson and Nord (ls:o) very short closure durations are
found there for the voicefess category so it is obviously a preceding
stressed vowel that causes Íts special- behavior. For the stops in
utterance final position in the present investi-gation two factors thus
woul-d seem to contribute to their long values of cfosure duratíon:
prepausal lengthening of segments and also the increase 1n cÌosure
duration for the volcefess stops when they occur after a stressed
vowel.

The fact that voiced stops show shorter closure durati-on can pre_
sumably be refated to the necessity of maintaining a pressure drop
across the glottis to keep the vocal fofds vibratì.ng. If the articu_
latory cl-osure was too long the pressure drop and the transglottaÌ
air flow woul-d decrease and the vibrations cease, cf. Rothenberg
(tsaa), ohala (1971). If this is true one might expect an inverse re=
l-ation between degree of voicing and cfosure duration. This is to some

extent the case as voj-ced stops tend to be voiced all through 1n me-

dial position and here we have the shortest duration of the oraf closure.
At the same time it is welf known that voíced stops often become de-
voiced in final- position and the data in Tabl-e fI show that cfosure
duration is rather long in that position.

Long, durations are afso found for the voiced stops in initial
stressed position and the materiaf presented in Löfqvist [1szsb] srrows

that a voj-ce break was rather common in this position. 0n the other
hand, closure duration is certainly not the only deiermlnant of voicing
in stops as other factors also play a role, specificaÌly subglottal
pressure and various mechanisms to increase the vol_ume of the sunra_
glottal cavities, cf. Rothenberg (tSOeJ, Löfqvist IfSZSn). Furthcrmore,
the role of voicing in the sound system must also be taken into account
since that woufd set the limits within which devoicing is all-owed to
occur.

One thing to note in connection with the lengthening of the Swedish
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unvoiced stops medially after a stressed vowel- is that this ís the very
position where they also are unaspirated, cf. be1ow, - we shalf neglect
final position for the moment as this is a special case. This gives us

a neat inverse relationship between cfosure duration and aspiration for
Swedish unvoíced stops.

One might speculate whether this is related to the necessary time

required for the glottis to go from a voiced to an open and back to a

voj-ced position for intervocalic unvoiced stops. ff the articulatory
cl-osure is long the gestures of the glottis will- be executed while the

closure is maintained; if on the other hand the oral closure is shorter
than the time required for the gJ-ottis to make its adjustments.it wil-l-

not return to the voiced position til-l after the oral rel-ease and the

result is an aspirated stop.

Figures on the tj-me required for various glottal movements can be

found in the literature. Klatt et a1. (1f768J state that "the process

of separating the vocal cords in anticipaLion clf a voj-cefess t:unsunarrt

(...) requires a tir¡e interval in the order of 1O0 msec." Kim (19?O)

found that it took 1Of200 msec for the glottis to cl-ose before the b+.

ginning of an utterance. In Rothenberg (tsoa) tne time for a complete

"cyclic" movement of the glottis is found to vary between 8O-150 msec

and the vafues given in Lindqvist (1972) are about the same.

- The hypothesis that the duiation of the articulatory cfosure in
part or who1ly determines whether a voicefess stop is aspirated or not

would seem to require that the glottal gestures are the samg for as-

pirated and unaspirated unvoiced stops. Fiberoptj.c data on Swedish

presented by Lindqvist (lslz) would support such an assumption as far
as the size of the glottal opening j-s concernedr but thi-s might be a

peculiarity of Swedish which does not have any phonemic opposition

between aspirated and unaspi-rated voj-cel-ess stops.

In fact, cineradiographic evidence for Korean in Kim (tszOJ shows

that there is a difference in the degree of glottal openlng between

the three different voiceless stops in that language, the heavily
aspirated series having greater glottal opening than the other two.

At the same time the duration of. the oral- closure also differs in
that the unaspirated stops have the longest closure and the slightly
aspirated ones the shortest cfosure with the heavily aspirated ones

falling in between. The same relations between aspirationr cl-osure
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duration and glottal opening also hol-d in the material- on Korean stops
presented by Kagaya (lst+).

SimiÌar variations in the magnitude of the glottaì. opening area
related to aspiration Dccur for Hindi stops, Kagaya and Hirose (IS:S);
again, closure duration is shorter for the voiced than'for the voice-
less stops and wi-thin each category longer for the unaspirated than for
the aspirated type. Also in Danish, Fischer*Jfrgensen (1f?68), and Ic*
landic, Pétursson (1974), where aspiration is phonemic,somewhat longer
cfosure durations are found for the unaspi-rated than for the aspirated
voiceless stops in addition to differences in gtottal opening area. Thus,
there exists some evidence that cl-osure durati-on is longer for unaspi.rated
than for aspirated stops aJ-though the difference seems to be greater in
swedish than in other languages. At the same time differences in glottal
opening area and timing of glottal movements afso occur,

From a perceptual point of view aspiration is obviously a strong cue
for the distinctíon between voj-ced and unvoiced stops, cf. Reeds and

Wang (1961), and simifar experiments with Swedish subjects and speech
material confirm theír findings. Îf aspiration is lost and cannot serve
as a cue closure duration is another parametei that can serve the same

function, cf. Lisker I1SSZ). In the case of the Swedish stops analyzed
here we find in fact that in the very positì-on where aspiration is lost

i and cannot serve as a cue the two stop categories show greatest differ-
ence in the other parameter, closure duration.

We shaff return to these questions below in part IfI after a preserÞ
tation of some data on aspiration lor Swedish stops.

fI. Aspiration

The same material was also used for a study of the period of aspiration
for the unvoiced stops. Aspiration wil-l- in the following be taken as

identíea1 to voice onset tj-me (VOf) as defj-ned by Lisker and Abramson

ItS6+), i.e. the time from explosion to onset of vocaf fo]-d vibrations
for a following segment.

Resul-ts

Table fV presents the resul-ts of the measurements for different stops.
The decreasing order of the aspiration is kzpTt and the difference

is highly significant (F = 64.68).
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The influence of stress and position can be seen in Table V.

Two groups can be distÍnguished in Table V according to the length
of the aspiration. One group has a very short aspiration and contains
the stops after a stressed vowel- and the other comprj.ses the rest of
the positions; among them a further subdivision can be made according
to whether the following vowel j-s stressed or not; aspiration is longer
in the former case.

Table fV Aspiration in msec for different stops in #'CV: position,
n = 144.

p

46

13.5

39

9.9 13.3

Aspiration for voj-cel-ess stops in various positions,
n = 144 except fo? #'CV. where n = 432.

47 t3

t

32

12.9

55

44

13.8

k

x

s

TabLe V

Position fi,cvz #cv v'CV: ,V:cV 'v:cV

16

6

x

14.1 ? 6.4
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Discussion

The results for the aspj-ration of the different stops are ln agreement

with those reported in Lehiste IISZO) as far as the velars are concerned in
that they have the longest aspiration; the order for dental-s and labials
found here is, however, the reverse compared to that given by other ir¡
vestigators.

ïn trylng to explain the inherent aspiration associated with a par*
ticular place ol artieulation one can presumably vi-ew the variations
as a result of the functioning of the per-ipheral speech apparatus and

not as an independently controlfed feature. What seems to be involved
is the time needed for the pressure drop across the glottis to reach
a l-evel- suitabfe for voicing to start. This time interval could be

related to the pressure buildup during the stop occl-usion and to the
ffow resistance in the vocal tract after the reJ-ease, other things
being equal, j..e. if we assume similar laryngeal adjustments and re-
spiratory activity for a1l- voicel-ess stops j-rrespective of their place

of articulation.
Several factors affect the flow resistance and thus aspiration, e.g.

the speed of movement of an artj-culator and.the length of the corr
stri-ction through which the air has to pass after the release. The

former is not too weLl understood whereas the latter would lead us

to predict that aspiration sÀould increase as the length of the corr-

striction increases, i.e. as the place of articulation moves backwards

from the lips.
tsoth of the factors mentioned above are presumably involved and the

nature of the following vowel has been found Lo influence the aspira-
tion so-that it is longer before high vowels, Fischer*Jfrgensen (19?2),

Klatt (19?3), cf. also Lisker and Abramson (lSO:) wfro report no such

inffuence.
fn order to find out if such an relation hofds true al-so for Swedish

stops and to see if this could expl-ai-n the order between labials and

dentafs.a small experiment was carried out.
Six native Swedish speakers, three femafe and three male, read se-

lected |CV:C sy11ables in the sentence frame "Ja sa...". The fi-rst
and second consonants oi the syllaLiles were identical and represented

one of the stop consonants /p, t, k/i the stressed vowel was drawn

from the set /í, e? ê., d., u/. Each syltable was repeated 2O times from
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randomized l-ists and recorded on tape under high qual-ity conditions.
ïhe measurements of the period of aspiration are summarized in Table

VT.

Interestingly, the order most frequently reported holds for the
pooled values and for the different vowel- contexts except for the low

báck vowel /A/, tne same vowel that was used in the original recordings;
here 1abía1s and dentals have the same duration of the period of aspi-
ration. This i.s presumably refated to the path the tongue has to travel
from the position associated with the dental stop to the one associated
with the l-ow back vowel. Furthermore, aspiration tends to be longer

before high vowels. An analysis of variance reveafed that the effect
of place of articulation for the consonant is highly significant,
F = 2A9.499O, and the effect of vowel- and the interaction are signi-
ficant at the O.5 percent 1eve1, F = 8.0295 and 8.13'ì8, respectively.
These inherent variations have been shown to have perceptual effects,
Summerfield and Haggard (lsl+).

Table VI Aspiration in msec in stressed CV syllable as a function
of consonant and vowel, n = 12O.

Vowel L ¿ o- u

Stop

i
s

;
s

X-

s

;

p

t

k

4B
10

63

62?
4?
11.5

4A
11.9

c1

14
55
11.6

58
10.4

61

58
10.6

12

58

71
31.5

bb
18.4

66
12.4

69
9.8

6.9
56
11.3

52
11.9

5?
14.3

9.O

70
11,2

68
1? 4

5
56
14o

59
22I

60
13

For the stops in Tabfe V those occurring in poststress positj"on

shouLd be regarded as unaspirated even if there is a short period with-
out voicing after the release; a VOT of more than 20 milliseconds would
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msec

Fiqure 1 Record of the utterances "l/len se'deden igen", top, and "Men

se 'teten igen", hrottom. The curves represent from top to
bottom, oral air flow, oral pressure, photoglottogram and

signal from larynx microphone.
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seem to be required for the perception of a stop as aspirated, Stevens

and Kfatt (rc2+).

fII. On the controf of asPiration

The presence or absence of aspiratíon in stop consonants would seem to

depend mainly on the coordination of glottal and supraglottal- artictr-

lations. The role of the respiratory system in the control of aspira-

tion seems to be limited or none whatsoever, perhaps with the exception

of Korean stops. These questions as wel] as some empirical studies of

subqfottal pressure in the productj-on of swedish stops are discussed in

Löfqvist (tszsn).

IntheprecedingsectionsofthepresentreportWesawthatinthose
positions where l-he swedish voicefess sLops are urraspirated they also

have a longer period of articulatory closure than otherwj-se and, further*

more, that the difference in closure duration between voiced and voice-

less stops is greatest ín l-hose pnsitions where the latter are unas-

pirated. On the basis of these findings one míght hypothesize that the

presence or absence of aspiration in the unvoiced set wholJ-y or in part

depends on the durati-on of the oral cfosure

A strong version of such an hypothesis woul-d say that the glottal

gestures, abduction and adductionr are the same for voicefess stops

in dífferent positions both as far as timing, speed and magnitude are

concerned. A weaker version would maintain that cfosure duratlon is

one factor involved ín the control of aspiration, albelt an important

one, but that variations in timing, speed of glottal movements and

size of glottal openj-ng also play important roles'

Some weaker version clearly receives some support from the study

of Lindqvist (lSlZ) where we find that the opening of the glottis

occurs earfíer when the stop is unaspirated; on the other hancì peak

glottal opening does not appear to be refated to aspiration whereas

the size of the glottal opening at the moment of release clearly is'

The latter has been cfaimed by Kim (tsro) to be the determinj-ng fac-

tor for aspiration and results which are consistent with this cfaim

have been reported for Danish, Frfkjær*Jensen et 41. [1971J, English,

Sawashima (fszo), Icelandic, PÉtursson (rszsJ, Korean' Kagaya (rcla)'

and Swedish, Lindqvist (lSlZ); at the same time findings which are in-

consistent with it have been presented for stops in Hindi, Dixit and
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hõõl

Fi.gure 2 Becord of the utterances "Men se rteteten igen", top, and

"Men se tetetteten igen", bottom.
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MacNeilage (rc1+), Kagaya and Hirose (tszs).

Tn order to get some information on the coordination of glottal and

supraglottal artj_culations in the production of swedish stops and re-

l-ate it to the model for control of aspJ-ration outlined above some

glottographic studies were carri-ed out with two of the subjects who

participated in the original recordings.

The speech materiaf used for the measurements reported on in the

preceding sections was rather fimited since ít only contained mono-

and bisyllabic words. A more extensive speech material was thus corl-

structed to permit an analysis of stop production in more contexts.

The resul-ts for this more extensive material wiff be discussed befow

after a presentation of the procedure and the resufts of a pilot

study designed to clarify certain factors.

Proceduire

The information of laryngeal activity was colfected by the trans-

ilfumination technique, or the photoglottographic method. It is based

on the principle that light whlch enters the subglottic space through

the skin from an external light source is modul-ated when it passes

the glottis according to variations in glottal opening area and these

modulations are picked up by.a phototransistor placed in the pharynx

and eonnected to suitabfe amplifiers and recorders. fn some experi-

ments the positions of light source and light sensor have been re-

versed which may be convenient in some applications, especially if

laryngeal activity is simuftaneously observed by a fiberscope'

Early descriptions of the transilluminatj-on technique can be found

in czermak (lear) and ìlvullstein (tseo). sonesson [1soo) improved the

technique and applied it to a systematic study of laryngeal behavior.

Discussions of the merits and shortcomings of the method and its appli-

cations in phonetic and phoniatric research can be found in sonesson

(lsoo), Malécot and Pebbles (lsos), ohaÌa (tsooJ, Frfkjær*Jensen (196?,

l9(i8), S'1is and Damsté (ISOZ), Colman and \i\lendahf (tSOe), Lisker et af.

(tsos), Frfkjær.*Jensen et al. (19?1), Lindqvist (tslz), sawashlma

(lslz), Kitzing and Sonesson (19?4).

In the present context it is sufficient to note that the relation

betweenglottaÌopeningareaandtheoutputfromthelightsensorcan
not be calibrated on living subjects and hence one cannot have a quarr
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titative measure of glottal ope¡ing. The amplitude of the signal de-
pends, inter a1ia, on the relative positions of light source and

light sensor and their placement is critical if the signaf is to give
any usefuÌ information. The temporal rel-ations in the gl-ottogram ap-
pear, however, to remain fairly stable in spite of the variations
mentioned above and we shall therefore concentrate mainly on the

timing of glottal and supraglottaf articufations.
The light source of the glottograph, LG 9OO (F-J ElectronicsJ,

was placed on the skin over the crico-thyroid'membrane and the light
entered the subglottic space from almost a vertical position. The

light sensor was pJ-aced in a smal-I transparent plastic catheter and

introduced into the pharynx through the nose. The subject swall-owed

the free end of the catheter into the cesophagus to keep the trar¡
sistor in the same position irrespective of artlculatory movements,

The output from the glottograph was monitored on an oscilloscope
and checked for variations in signal quaÌity during the recording
sessi-ons.

fn addition to the glottogram the egressive oraf air flow was

registered via a 2 channel Efectro-aerometer; EA 510/2 (F-J Etec-
tronics). Oraf air pressure was sampled through a plastic tube in the
pharyngeal- cavity and coupled to a differential pressure transducer,

EMT 33 (siemens-ElemaJ. at1 signals were recorded on a Mingograph at
a paper speed of 1O0 mm/sec together with the signal from a laryrx
microphone.

A pilot study

To get some preliminary notions about the validity of the model for
control of aspiration outfined above and certain other factors a pilot
study was made with speaker 2. fhe speech materiål was of the same

type as before except that the vowef in the testword was changed from

/a/ to /e/ and the sentence frame to "Men se... igen"; these modi-

fications were necessary since the transillumination technique can

not be used with low back vowels; the tongue movements for their pre-

duction interfere with the position of the light sensor and may also

bl-ock the passage of light from the glottis to the sensor.

The testwords mostly contained voiceless stops but a few examples

of voiced stops were afso incl-uded, Each word was repeated severaf
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times in random fashion at a comfortable level aird rate. ''

Results and discussion

Before we go to the resufts for the voiceless stops we can note that
the glottid gendrally was iri a'vbiced poBfticiñ fcir'the völded stcipst

Fig. 1; a sma11 opening of the glottis could-þ.e seen towand.s.the.end

of the closure in a few cases and was then aqcompanied by, cessation

of voicing.
The measurements made for the voiceless stops included the sarne

perameters as before, i.e. closure duration:añd aspiration. As a meas-

ure of timing the interval fron¡.the implosion- of the stop; defined by

the flow and pressure traces, to peak glottaL opening was measured.

The latter point is easy to determíne whereas it is difficult or inr
possible to say when the abduetion of the vocaf folds startÀ, cf.
Figs. 1-2.

The results ,,of . .the, . mea-surE|nenÈÞ : Efe: ,s.u¡mafizeÉ i¡: Ïahle .VILI. f.cf; . ,

different etqBs:.in.# !9V:.. poçi-lio-n a¡d: :1,¡ :Iaþ-Ip:.yIiI4l for,.voLceless

stopg ín:düffeCenþ,r'ppsitionç.:.-: :,:ì:.1 :r:..:;,!, 1¡,..: , ., -..ì . -.:ji.

For stops with different places of articulatioh olosuúe duratlon

and the interúal from lmplosion to peak glottal opening proved not to

be statisticaDy significantr"F = 4.613? and';1.2849r respectively

(P > T). 'TÍiê' 'dî-f,féiènöê in ásÉÈî€itîõ-fî'id; -rimüëvêr;'slgn-f-11Ïvänt;*F-r ""-

24.o38o (ecp.osJt and shovrs-the common,older of incre-asing aspirq
tion as the place of artl-culetion moves baokwards from. the 1ips.',.4t.i"

the same tiràe no systematic'differences irij gLottal opeñing area''cæ¡liil

be detected...Jhese findings .g'uggest that tie'gIottal anticulatioridlätse

the same irrespective of the, place of artibulation for.-voiceless',:!,o?s

and that the.relation betweer::r aspiration ani pfact of .articulat-iàä .

should be exptrained along the. lines given.above. ì¡';¡i.;r

For the stops in utteranie final posÍtion no measur'ement of ãspi-

ration could be made and from Table VIII pèäk glottal opening açipeañ's

to occur close to the release of the a"tíäufato"y closure; the iriean
i"-

value of T should be taken w.ith some caution, however, since in this
position the variation in tþe individuaf measurements is very great

and range from 10f3?o m=ecij-This variation is much larger than that

encountered in other positions and is presúi'riebly due to less specific

requirements on the timíng.'of. tha glottai.ar.ticulation in this.'position



Table VIf Results of the pilot study. Cl-osure duratlon (C), aspira-
tion (A) and the intervaf from implosion to peak glottal
opening (f) tor different stops in {'CVz position, ¡ = 33.

C A

¿¿
I

39

T

X

X
S

p

L

k

115
11, I

119
6.9

113
7.4

101
7.D

8.5

45
6.3

99
9.5

98
8.0

Table VIII Resul-ts of the pilot study. Closure duration (C), aspira-
tion (A) and the interval- from implosion to peak glottal
opening (f) for voicel-ess stops J-n different positions.

c A T

{'cv:
¡=99
#'cv
n=70
#cv
n=2?
VICV:
n=2?
I\?:CV

¡=36
rV:CV

¡=36
tVC:V

¡=35
rVC:V

¡=35
vztS
n=21

116
9.0

116
9. 1

101
a.?

149
10.3

156
10.9

211
13. 1

219
11.O

1U
16. 1

99

101
12.O

i

X

X

s

X

i

x

X
s

X

X
S

ôo

I
3u

t)

3B
7

52
10

16
?

1?
7

o

4

8.8 q

8?

fl6
6,4

?o

?a
6.4

97
10.3

103
11.2

184
50.6

o

0

2

a1

B

4.7
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a&

a
a

aa

tæ

a

5i)

Figure 3 Plot of aspiration (A) versus closure duration (C) for
voiceless stops in bisyllabic words.

A

a

a

aa
a

aa

I

Figure 4 plot of aspl.ratlon (A) versus the interval from implosion

to peak glottal opening (f) tor voiceless stops 1n bi-
sYl1abj.c words.
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where no othter segement follows and the movements can be executed
without the constraints of any tight temporal scheme. For the voic*
less stops j-n utterance final position a fterminating abduction ges-
ture" simil-ar to the one descrj-bed by Lindqvist (19?Z) was al-so found.

To relate the findings to the proposed model- we can first turn to Fig.
.3 which shows a plot of aspiration.versus closure duration for the
material- in Tabfe VITI A negative correlation J_s apparent between

these two parameters (r = -O.S). 0n the other hand, an inspection of
the rel-atj-on between aspiration and the intervál from impl_osj.on to
peak glottal opening fails to reveal any systematic relationship
(r = o.oz), Fis. 4.

The results of the pilot study are thus consistent with the pro-
posed model as far as timíng of glottal and supraglottal articulations
in the production of voiceless stops in.bisyllabic words are concerned.
Comparisons of glottal opening for voiceless stops within one and the
same test utterance - where one might argue that the external- factors
influencing the amplitude of the gÌottogram are fairly constant -
failed to show any definite trends apart from the fact that glottal
openi-ng at the moment of release is consistent with the theory pro-
posed by Kim (19?o).

Further gJ-ottographic investigations

Since the resul-ts of the pilot study were encouraging the same regj_s-
trations were made with speakers 1 and 2 using a mpre comprehensive

speech materiaf. As the place of articufation turned out to have no

specific infl-uence on the glottal articufation in voicefess plosíves
the dental- stop /t/ was chosen as a representative of the entire
voicel-ess set and placed in various positions in words with 2, S and

4 syllabtes constructed to conform to common Swedish stress patterns.
The foflowing words were used:

1. rteten

2. ttetten

3. rteteten

4. terte
5. tetteten
6. tetertetén
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A1l- words were produced with the acute tonaf accent except for word

no 3 whj-ch had tonaf accent 2; this was thought not to seriousLy irr
fluence the resufts since the effect of tonal accent was .insignificant

in the pilot study. Each word was repeated 2Q limes from.randomi.zed
lists and for the purpose of comparing cl-osure durations for voiced
and voicel-ess sbops the whofe material was read the same number of
times with the stop /o/ instead of /L/.

The resul-tg of the measurements for the two speakers are glven in
Tables fX and X. Pfots of aspirati-on versus closr-ire duration are pre-
sented in Fig. 5 and of aspiration versus the interval from implosion
to peak glottal opening in Fig. 6, ¿

As can be seen in Tables. IX and X the interval- T coul-d not be meas-

ured in two cases since there was no clear peak glottaì- opening in the
glottogram, cf. Fig. 2; we sha11 return.to these cases bel-ow.

Aspiration and cfosure duration

The original model proposed an inverse relationship betwee¡ aspiration
and closure duratj-on and such a reÌation was .found to hold in the pilot
study for stops in bisylJ-abic words. To judge from Fig. 5 this is hard-
ly the case for the more comprehensive speech materiaf. Here it seems

more appropriate to identify two different groups in the plots. One

shows a positive correlation between aspírati-on and cl-osure duration
whereas in the other aspiration remains about the same ,irrespective of
variations in cl-osure duration; the former group consists of the a*.
pirated and the fatter of the unaspirated voiceless stops.

For speaker 1 the refation between aspirati-on and closure duration
is äfmost Linear bub for speaker 2 there is considerable scatter in
the data. ft is unclear what these interspeaker differences mean but
it can be seen in Tabl-es IX and X that the difference in cfosure dura-
tion between l-ong and short stops and afso between stops in prestress

and poststress position is fess for speaker 1 than for speaker 2 and

thj-s phenomenon is generally considered to be characteristic of south-
ern Swedish, Gårding et af. (tS:+J.

The same kind of positive relation between aspiration and closure
duration has been reported for certain allophones of Ámerican English
stops by Umeda and tloker ItSZa).
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Closure duration (C), aspiration [A) and the interval from

j.mplosion to peak glottal opening (f) for speaker 1, n = 20,
Table IX

Word

I teten

Itetten

I teteten

te rte

te I teten

tete rteten

Segment C

158
10,?

?3
8.8

100
8.9

119

48
5.2

10û

ô/
10.3

TA

64

I

9.4

10

1

8.9

85
14

94

64
9.O

12
4.6

1

3.

9
2.4

26
6 î

100

31
6

9?
?

96
6.

106

Ê

ö./

76
I

79
10

99

11

4.6
121
\2.s

78
o

5? 16
4

39

6.9

?

q

i
s

;

;

i

;
s

i
S

i

X
S

ct

cz

C,I

cz

ct

cz

co

1045
5.3

4.?

co?.2

J

43

6?
4.2

24

2

IC,I

/.o
89

63

51
7.?a1

?.93.4
22

42
o

4

o

59
11.

?.5

cz:

_it1 s

cz

c
Ĵ

c1

tz

cs

cq

?1
a9I

1

27
4.?

x

;
s

;
s

x
S

i
s

X-

84
o

6

s2

10
49.3
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Closure duration (CJ, aspirati-on (n) and the interval from

implosion to peak glottal opening (f) for speaker 2, n = 2O.

Segment c A T

Tabl-e X

!ìlord

I teten

Itetten

Iteteten

terte

te t teten

tete rteten

116
I

39
5.8

89
9.OJ

^Xt1 s

^;uzs

.r"1 s
12
6

234
14

11?
õ

135
13

?9

1U5
8.

113
9.

101

14A

99
10

90
10

98

143

159
9.9

113
9.3

23

a4
8.5

86
5.5

9.O

65
5.5

83
5.9

T2

I
9?
8.

4,3

22
3.4

42
6. 1

4

a
X

x
S

;
s

;
5

X
s

T

x
s

i

s

i
s

;
s

i
s

I
s

trz

G1

cz

cs

20
5.O

65
9.O7

21
3.9EO

4,9

88

95

89

I

38

5l
6.

âo

I
86
6.

?

4ô
7.

23
4.

7A

61
7.6

G

8.97

7.5

?.2

7.7

Êo

trz

'l
cz

cs

C,I

cz

c-
J

trq

"t.7I

7.A

o
30

4A

36
5.7

20
4.4

65
4.4
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Figure 5 Aspiration (n) plotted against closure duration (cJ for
speaker 1, top, and sPeaker 2, bottom.
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Aspirati.on and the interval from implosion to peak gJ-ottal opening

fn the piJ-ot study no apparent relation was found between these two

parameters. ïn Fig. 6 we see, however, a positive correlation between

them (r = O.2), indicating that the longer the period of aspiration
the fater peak glottal opening occurs durlng the occfusj-on.

A result of these relationships is, of course, that peak glottal
opening tends to occur close to the refease for the aspirated stops

and wefl ahead of it for the unaspirated ones. For speaker 1 peak

glottal opening occurs at the moment of release for the initial stops

in the words rteten and rtetten and not more than 20 msec before the

refease for the other aspirated varieties. During the unaspi-rated

stops of the same speaker peak glottal opening occurs 4û-7O msec be-

fore the release.
In the productions of speaker 2 peak glottal opening generally

occurs before the release, 1G.30 msec in the aspirated and 7È14O

msec j-n the unaspirated caseS.

Even if the original model for the controf of aspiration cannot be

upheld, at feast in its strong version, tJ-ming stifl- seems to be an

important factor and one can argue that the l-oss of aspiration in
Swedish voicel-ess stops in certain positions is due to an increase

in the duration of the oral- cl-osure. This is evident from the fact
that cl-osure duration j-s longer for the unaspirated allophones and

al-so because the interval from implosion to peak glottal opening can

vary without any concomitant change i-n aspiration for these sounds;

the glottis is stilf in a position suitabfe for voicing to occur at
the release since the gJ-otta1 opening and closing gestures are exg-

cuted during the occfusion.

One can lurther strengthen this argument by considering the size

of the glottaÌ opening. Even if this can not be measured quantitative-
ly with the transillumination technique it seems possible to estabh-sh

the relative glottal opening for stops in various positions within one

and the same testword where one might argue that external factors such

as variations in the position of the light sensor are refatively con'-

stant. Such comparisons of peak glottat opening reveaf different trends

for the two speakers. For speaker 1 peak glottal opening appears to

be refated to.stress and increase with it. For speaker 2, on the other

hand, peak gÌottal opening is rel-ated to the duration of the occlusion
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Figure 6 Aspiration (n) plotted against the interval- from implosion

to peak gtottal opening (f) for speaker 1, top, and speaker

2, bottom.
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and tends to be larger as the cl-osure gets longer. Thus, no necessary

relation ùas found between peak glottaÌ opening and aspiration which

seems to be in agreement with the findÍngs of Lindqvist (1SZZ). fnis
point needs further verification, however, and appears to be specific
for Swedish, where aspiratíon is not phonemic. In American English
which also is consídered to have non'phonemic aspiration larger peak

gl-ottal openi-ng has been reported for aspirated than for unaspirated
voicefess stops, Sawashima I ISZOJ, This a]-so seems to be the sítuation
in languages where aspiration j-s phonemic, e.g. Danish, Frfkjær-Jensen
et al. [19?1), Hindi, Kagaya and Hirose (19?5), fcetandic, pétursson

(lsls), Korean, Kagaya (rc1+).
On the other hand, glottal opening at the moment of refease was corì--

sj.stent with the theory proposed by Kim [1970) although some cl-ear
counterexamples coul-d be found.

ïn two positions no clear peak glottal opening could be identj-fied,
cf. Fig. 2. These are not the same for the two speakers, see Tables

IX and X, but in both cases very short cl-osure durations are found

together with small- values of aspiration, cf. Fi-g. 5 where the left-
most datapoint j-n each plot refers to these two positions. It is pos-

sibl-e that the short occfusion did not permit any large glottal open-

ing and since these positions are very *"uOtTn=rl""sed it is presurn-

ably not necessary to maintaih a1Ì aspects of distinction between voíced

and voiceless stops. It is uncfear whether the small- glottal opening is
an active one and the result of activity in the posterior crico-
arytenoi-d muscle, Hirose (lSlS), or whether j-t is a passive response

to aerodynamic forces. The l-atter has been hypothesized for the ur¡-

aspirated voicefess stops in Danish by frfkjær*Jensen et af. (tSZ1)

and the gJ-ottograms presented by them are very similar to the ones

found for the stops j-n the two positions under discussion here. Becent

EMG studies of laryngeal muscl-es during the production of Danish stops
do, however, indicate some activity in the posterior cricoarytenoid
for the unaspírated stqps in the speech of one subject, Fi-scher*

Jfrgensen and Hirose (lsl+).

Cfosure duration and aspiration in the voiced-voiceless distinction

We noted above that the difference in cÌosure duration between voiced

and voicel-ess Swedish stops is greatest in those positions where the
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Table Xf Closure duration for voiced stops in different posj_tions,

n=20,

Speaker

Word Segment 2

116
a

s2
?

6

9B
4

12
ô

91
6

60
7

59

X

i
S

x

x

t

X

X

X

S

X

i
S

X

s

X

t

X

X

X

CI deden

I dedden

I dededen

derde

de I deden

dede I deden

94
9. 1

4

86
8.6

110
5.7

5.0

95
6;4

88
4.4

4.2

89
6.6

?8
6.2

B

t)

I

cz

c1

?9

181
8.3

115
to

oã

7

1C,4

cz

ct

cz

c
Ĵ

c1

cz

ct

cz

c_
J

c1

cz

c
Ĵ

c4

2

5.4

5
70
6. 7

68
9. 1

6

6

99

76
5

bö

91
4.4

?

7

J

71
6

?4

7

ÃÃ

6

o¿
7

?2
6
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Figure 7

t-d

Aspiration (A) plotteO against the differenoe in closure dura-

tion between voiceless ánd volced stops (C t-d) 1n different
positions for speaker 1, top, and speaker 2r bottom'
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latter are unaspirated. This is apparent from Tabl-es IX, X and XI and

is due to an increase Ín cfosure duration for the voicel-ess set in
certain positions. Since both closure duration and aspiration can

serve a6 perceptual cues for the distinction between voiced and voj.ce-

less stops there appears to exist a reci-procal refation between them

in the system of Swedish stops. This is further ilfustrated in Fig. 7

which plots aspiration versus the difference j-n cfosure duration
between voiceless and voiced stops in different positions for the

two speakers. Again, two groups can be distinguished. In one of them,

characterized by unaspirated voiceless stops, the difference in
closure duratj-on is ca. 5O msec. The other group contaj-ns those po-

sitions where asplration occurs in the voicel-ess set and afso the

two "exceptJ-ona1" positions dlscussed above; here the diflference in
closure duration is generally l-ess than 2O msec and there i-s a weak

negative correfation between the two parameters.

The importance of these relations for the perception of Swedish

stops remains as yet to be clarified and it j-s al-so unclear whether

there is any causal refation between cl-osure duration and aspiration
from a díachronic point of view.
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OBAL AIR PRESSUBE TN THE PRODUCTTON OF SWEDfSH STOPS

Anders Löfqvist

Stops and fricatives are normally produced with an increase in oral-

aj-r pressure. Severaf studies have been made of this parameter which

in part have examined how pressure in the supraglottal cavities is
affected by variations in stress and position and ín part have used

air pressure as a means for investigating other aspects of speech,

e.g. speeeh production under sensory deprivation, Hutchinson and Put-

nan (lSZ+). Since the pressure build up behind the place of articula-
tion is especially important for voicefess stops and fricatives these

sounds are severel-y lmpaired in the speech of individuals with cl-eft
lip and palate, MolI (1968), and aerodynamic techniques have been

applied to the assessment of the speech of such patients, see Lubker

(tszoJ for a review and further references.

This paper reports some studies of oral alr pressure in the pro-

duction of Swedish voiced and voicefess stops.

Procedure

Oral pressure was sampled through a plastlc tube, 20 cm long and with

an inner diameter of 1.9 mm. The tube was introduced into the pharyni

through the nose and coupled to a differential pressure transducer

EMT 33 (Siemens-Elema); the output from the transducer was ampfified
byaneleetromanometer EMT 31 and recorded together with the speech

signal on a Mingograph at a paper speed of 100 mm/sec. A slmuftaneous

tape recording was made of the speech signal through a Sennheiser

MD 421 dynamic microphone on a Studer A 62 tape recorder at a recording

speed of 7.5 ips.
The end of the tube sensing oral pressure was open and the pÌane of

the opening was perpendicufar to the air fl-ow which could give rise to
spurious pressure records due to air implnging on the open end of the

tube, cf. Hardy (1:?65J. One might argue, on the other hand, that air
flow for the sounds under investlgation is minimal except at the re-
lease whieh would make this problem a less serious one.

Before the pressure signal was written out on the Mingograph it
was low pass fíltered at 8O Hz, In spi-te of this filtering the fr+-
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Figure Becord of the utterances rtJa sa tat", top, and "Ja sa dadtt,

bottom. The curves represent from top to bottom, tÍme signalt

O.01 sec, intensity, oral air pressure and oscillogram.
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quency response of the recording system was judged sufficient for the
purpose of the study whj-ch was concerned with the rather sfow varia-
tions in pressure associated wi-th stop production, see further Fry
(1SOO) for a detailed account of technicaf aspects of pressure ræ
cordings.

Tlre recording system was calibrated wíth a water manometer at
regular intervafs during the recording sessions to check stability
and linearíty.

Material

The speech materi-a1 consísted of voiced and voicefess stops in various
positions and under dlfferent stress conditlons; they occurred in nor¡
sense words of the foÌlowing types:

1. f CQ:C - where Cl = CZ = /p, t, k, b, d, g/;
2. CarC4: - with the same consonants as before and stress on

the second syllable;
3. rCá.:Cân - with consonants as before and stress on the first

syJ-labJ-e; the word carried tonal accent 1;

4. tCà:tan as above but the word had tonal- accent 2.

The words were embeddeU ¡-n'th¿' åarrier phrase "Ja sa ... igen"
except for those of type 1 which were produced in the frame rtJa sã ...r1
and thus occurred in utterance final positlon.

The words were repeated several- times in random fashion by the

following speakers:

1. male speaker of Southern Swedish;

2. male speaker of gouthwestern. Swedish;

3. male speaker of Southern Swedish;

4. female speaker of the dialebt of the island of Gotland on the

Swedish east coast.

During the recordings no attempt was made to strictly control
variatj-ons in intensity and tempo and each speaker chose the level-

and rate which seem naturaf to him/her. A1Ì speakers had various

degrees of phonetic training.
Inspection of the records revealed that most of the tokens of

voiced stops were produced with glottal vibrations during the period

of articufatory closure so the terms "voiced" and "unvoiced'r in the
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Fígure 2 Becord of the utteranees "Ja sa tarta igen", top, and 'rJa
' sa darda igen", bottom.
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following refer to two classes of sounds differentiated inter ali-a by

their respective modes of gl-ottal activíty'

Measurements

From the mingographic records the foll-owing measurements were made:

1. peak oral Pressure;

2. the interval from pressure rise. to peak pressure;

3. the interval- from pressure rise to the ppint where oral pressure

had reached BS "/' of its Peak value;

4, the interval from pressure rise to the point where a 1eve1 of

stable elevated pressure occurred; this measurement was only

made for the voiceless stops since no corresponding point can

be found in pressure curves for voiced stops, cf. Figs. 1-3.

The measurements 2, 3 and 4 aff reier to what has usually been

call-ed "rise time". This measure has' however' been defined in di-ffer*

ent ways in various investigaLiorrs which somctimes makes cnmparisons

difficult. It was thus decided to incorporate varj-ous possible ways

of measuring rise time to see if and how they relate to each other'

Measurement no 2 is essentially the same as the one chosen by Lísker

(tszo); no 3 is taken from Fischer*Jfrgensen [1968) and no 4 foflows

SubtelnY et a1. (tseoJ'

All pressure measurements are given in mm of water; whenever voic-

ing occurred the pressure trace was bisected and pressure measured at

the midline. The temporal measurements are gJ-ven in milfiseconds'

Resufts

Before we turn to the presentation of the resufts a few points should

be noted. The absolute values for the various measurements differed

for the different speakers but the relations between stops in various

positions and between voiced and voicefess stops remained afmost the

same irrespective of these variations; thus' the pooled resufts for

all speakers will be given below' The variations in absolute values

can presumably be explained by dífferences in speech level- and tempo

since these factors were not strictly controlfed and they have been

shown to inffuence oral pressure, Subtelny et al' (1966)' Arkebauer

et ar. Its6zJ.
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Figure 3 Record of the utterances "Ja sa tåten igen't, top, and ,rJa

sa dáden igen", bottom.
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One phenomenon could, however, not be explained in this way, the

inffuence of the tonal- accent of the testword on the pressure for the

mediaÌ stops in words of types 3 and 4. Here, the speakerrs dialect

appeared to be invofved as wefl as the way the accent distinction is

maniiested. The pooled resufts for these positions thus do not give

the whole picture in that they reflect the tendency found for three

of the speakers, no'1, 3 and 4, whereas speaker 3 had the opposíte

pattern to the one showed in the Tabfes bel-ow as far as the refations

between the medial stops i-n words with different tonal accents are

concerned. These facts have been discussed in detail in Löfqvist (lSl+)

where afso some studies of subglottal pressure are reported;.in the

present context it is sufficient to note that the variatj-ons due to

tonal accent seem to reflect different respiratory activity and can

be reLated to the Fo variations associated with the particular mani-

festatíon ûf the accents.

If the tonal accents thus were found to infl-uence oral pressure

for the medial consonants in the words of types 3 and 4 rto such itt-

fluence could be found for the initial stops in the same words which

in their turn proved not to be different from the initial stops in

words of type 1; the resufts for stops ln these three positions have

thus been pooled.

Peak oral pressure

The measurements of peak oral pressure are summarized for. stops with

different places of articufation in Table T and for voj-ced and voic*-

less stops in different positions in Ïabfe II.

From Table I it appears that ]abials tend to have lower oral pressure

than dentafs and velars; for the latter two the order is not cfear and

the difference rather small. The differences within the voi-cefess set

are, however, not statistically significant - F = 3.526, P>2.5 -
whereas the differences among the voiced stops are - F = 17.41?r'

P<0.05.
In Table II we see that stress is an important determinator of oral

pressure, as could be expected; pressure is higher in prestress than

in poststress Position.
There is a significant difference in oral- pressure between the

voiced and voicefess stops in al-] positi-ons - P<0.oo1, two-tai-led test.
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Table I

ptk

85.4

13.0

87. s

13. B

69.6

1A,2

t

89.6

13,7

84.8

13.9

66.5

4AC

14.2

90. 1

14.6

73.2

23.6

62.6

15.2

?2.A

8.6

42.4

16.2

72,6

?7.2

12,A

51.2

20.9

s

73.5

19.6

64.4

to

45.8

16.2

Peak oraL pressure for different stops in.# tCV: position,
¡ = 144.

p k b d

X

17.5

Table Tf Peak oral pressure for voiced and unvoiced stops J.n differ-
ent positions, n = 144 except for..# tCVt position where

n = 432.

Position S'Cvt #cu V,cV: 'V:CV 'V:CV V:c#

Sound

bds

X

s

X

S
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Table fII

bds

p

124

44.7

118

22.3

127

42.4

103

4A.6

Z/tO

101

25.9

10s

15. 1

b

116

21.3

136

43.7

d

117

23,6

149

49.6

122

21.?

68.3

120

27,1

The interval from pressure rise to peak oral pressure for
different stopé in fi'CVt position, n = 144,

t k

117

6.O 45.5

Tab1e IV The interval from pressure rise to peak oral pressure for
voiced and unvoiced stops in different positions, n = 1M

except for f tCV: where n = 432,

Position s'cvz #cv V'CV: IV:CV 'V:CV v:C,#

Sound

x

S

12e,

X

s

X

132

ptk

88103 95

12,4 19. 1
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Table V

Table VT

$ound

P

21,9

47

2?;6

The interval from pressure rise to the poj.nt where oral
pressure had reaohed 85 % of its peek value for different
stops in S,CV: posítion, n = 144.

t b

8?

4ó á

49

d

qqæ

30.3

o

105

2A.7

x

s

56

31.5 22.t

.The interval from pressure rise to the point where oral
pressure had reached 85 $ of its peak. value for voiced

and unvoiced stops in difierent positions, n = 144 except

fon S tCV: position where n = 432,

Positj-on . # rçV, #cv Vrcv¡ rV:cV rV:cv u;4

t
s

X

s

ptk

bdg

6453 43 41

30. 1 12.6 oâ

48

19. B16.5 26.9

86 86 7A ?1 103

14.5 14,1 20.4 24,4
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OraI pressure for the voiceless set is generally more than 1.5 cm of
water higher than that for the voiced set.

The interval from pressure rise to peak oral pressure

The results for this parameter are given in Tables III and IV. For the

different places of articulation the differences are very sma1I,

especially for the voiced stops, and labials tend to have shorter
ríse time than dentals and velars. These sma1l differences are not

signíficant, however - F = 1.130 and 2.810 for the voiceless and

voiced sets respectively.
Again, stress Ís one determining factor in that this interval is

shorter in prestress than in poststress position for the voicel"ess

stops whereas the opposite seems to be the case for the voÍeed set.

This interval- does not show any significant difference for voi-eed

and voiceless stops except in medial unstressed position where the

values for the voiced stops are significantly shorter than those

assocÍated with their voiceless cognates.

The interval from pressure rise to the point where oral pressure had

reached 85 y'o of its peak value

Tables V and VI present the relevant measurements. Among the voic+
less plosives dentals have a quicker rise than labials and velars

but the difference is not significant - F = 3.515. For the voiced

set there is an increase in rise time as the place of articulation
moves backwards from the lips and the difference is, moreover, signi-

ficant, F = 2?.181.

Theeffectsof stress and position are not quite c1ear, Table VI.

For both voiced and voiceless stops long rise times are found for the

stressed initial stops in the prrestressed eategory; at the same time

the two other members of the prestressed group show l-ower values.

Short ríse tlmes are also found in the poststressed group except

that the medial voiceless stops have rather long rise time, at least

in words with tonal accent 2, Large interspeaker variations preclude

any definite conclusions.

Voiceless stops have shorter rise time than their voíced cognates

and the dÍfference is significant in all positions except 'V:CV.
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Table VII The interval from pressuqe.rise to the poj-nt whe?'e a Ievel
of stable elevated pressure occurred for different voíce-
less stops in # tCVr posítion, n = 144.

L k

x 55 4B 5?

9. 1 7.1 24.6

The l-nterval from pressure rise to the polnt where a leve1

of stabl-e elevated pressure occurred for voiceless stops

in di-fferent positions, n = 144t Eo(cept for f rOV: position
where n = 432.

52

Table VIII

Position $ r1vt #Cv V|CV: '\?:cV 'V:tv V:Ci#

x 645153

16 2 4.4 ?.o

60

14.O

56

15.9 12.2
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The interval- from pressure rj-se to the point where a Level" of stable
elevated pressure occurred

This measurement was only made for the voiceless category since no

correspondi-ng pcrint is found for the voiced stops, cf. Figs. 1-3,

and the results are given in Tabfes Vff and VIII.
Dentals show a faster rise time in thís respect than either labíals

or velars and the difference 1s significant, F = 14.173,

Stress and position do not appear to affect this measure to any

greater extent and the only notable trend is that the medial ur¡
stressed stops occurring after a stressed vowel- have a somewhat longer
rise time than stops in other positions.

Discussion

The resufts of the present investigation are generally in agreement

with other studies of the same parameter and for comparable speech

material: voiceless stops are characterized by higher oral pressure

and quicker pressure rise than their voiced cognates and stress is an

important determinator of oral pressure, cf.. the works listed among

the references.
Beviews of comparable studies of oraf pressure in stop productJ.on,

cf. Subtelny et al. (1:%6), Arkebauer et ar. (tsozJ, Löfqvist (rcll),
show considerabfe variations j-n the resul-ts as far as position is cor¡
cerned. If, however, the prime rofe of stress j-s taken into account

much of thi-s variation is resofved and the remaining part would seem

to be accounted for by differences in the composj-tion of the test
material - specificaÌly the use of a carrler phrase or not - and varia-
tions in speech leve1 and tempo.

The relationship between the various measurements used in the pr+
sent study is generally the following: voiceless stops having higher

peak pressure also have shorter rise time; the voiced stops with

higher peak pressure, on the other hand, usually have longer rise time.

The higher peak pressure in the voicefess set depends mainly on the

lower glottal- resistance during their production - the gl.ottis is open -
in comparison with the voj-ced category which was normally produced with
gJ-otta1 vibratlons; a cl-ose correlation between voicing and oral
pressure has been reported by Fischer-Jfrgensen (lmeJ. The same ex-

planation also takes care of the shorter rise time in the voicefess
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set, provided rise time is taken as the interval from pressure ríse
to the poj-nt where oral pressure had reached BS y'" of its peak vaì-ue.

Another factor which coufd play a rofe is a possible expansion of the
supraglottal cavities in the production of voiced stops to maintain
a transglottal pressure drop and thus facilitate voicing during the
occJ-usion, see Rothenberg (tSoe], Minifie et a1. (1924), Bel-l-Berti
( 1szsJ.

The interval from pressure rise to peak oral pressure is not sig-
nificantly different for the two sets of stops except in mediaf um-

stressed position. This is presumably refated to the continous rise
in oral pressure that occurs during voiced stops, cf. Figs. 1-3; in
this case one woul-d expect that this intervaf is reÌated to the dura-
tion of the oraf cl-osure and in the position noted above the voiced
stops have very short cfosure durations, Löfqvist (tSZe),

Another, more obscure, phenomenon invofved here is the behavior
of oraf pressure for the voiceless stops when a level of stabl-e ef+-
vated pressure has occurred. After this oral pressure may either stay
at about the same fevel- or rise a littfe. The fatter is the more corrF

mon case. The mechanisms governing the oral pressure for the voics-
less category in these instances are difficutt to pin down since no

definite trends coufd be found and there are, moreover, speaker sp+
cifi-c tendencies. On the whole, this particular measure of rise time
seems to be the least revealing cne to judge from the present results.

Labiafs tend to have l-ower peak oral pressure than velars and

dentals; this is presumably related to differences in the vofume of
the supraglottaÌ cavíties for the three places of articulation and

one would expect these variations to show up most cì-early among the
voíced stops due to the fower transglottal alr flow in their case.
Studies of both oral and subglottal pressure for voj-ced stops show

the same difference as the one reported here for oral pressure but
none that could be related to place of articul-ation for subglottaÌ
pressure, Löfqvist (tsZSJ.

For the voíced stops rise time becomes longer as the place of
articufation moves backwards from the Ìips and this is presumably

rel-ated to the differences in peak pressure noted above. Among the
voiceless stops dentals show a quicker rise time than labials and

velars, the difference between the fatter two being insignificant.
The reason for this is unclear, perhaps the greater mobility of the
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tongue tip is involved, if its greater mobility can be sald to be an

established fact.
Oral pressure has sometimes been taken as a reflection of the

difference between tense and lax stops, the fax ones usually being

voiceless and thus having higher oral pressure, cf. Malécot (1955,

19?O). The hÍgher oral pressure would, however, seem to depend more

on these stops being unvo'iced than l-ax and oral pressure is now not

regarded as a correl-ate of tenseness and laxness, FischerrJfrgensen
( 1e6B).
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